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RaisingF ees-"-"
.~·Cutting
Edueatlon."

,.

by Colleen Bourhill
changed my major. I'm still considered a
dropped. Clarkson called her advisor, to
NMAY,' CATHYClarkson, a
Spani~hmajor and Dr. Jose is still
seeif the rumors weretrue. Unable to reach
junior at'B~U. returned from a
(officially) my advisor even though he
him
on
the
phone,
she
called
the
year of school in Spain and
doesn't work here any more." "It's
department
chairman,
Dr.
John
Robertcompleted her pre-registration
'frustrating. It's really frustrating," she
son.
'.
forms, signing upfor c1asses.inthe foreign
said:
At .least Robertson used to be the
languages department.' Her advisor was Dr.
department
chairman.
Clarkson
discovered
Jerry Jose, a Spanish professor.
,What Happened?
that the Foreign Languages Department no
She waited"and waited for news about
. When Governor John Evans realized that
herPell
Grant, finally calling the .'longer existed. Two tenured, professors,
there would not be enough money to go
including
her
advisor
had
been
laid
.off.
headquarters in California. The message:
around during the 1983 fiscal year, he
Degrees were no longer offered in Spanish
wait. The award letter arrived at her door
ordered. all agencies' and institutions
or German. The classes that remained'
on August 10,threedays too late to pay for
receiving state dollars to. decrease their
became
part
of
the
School
of
Education.
pre-registration.
'
budgets by 9 percent.
- 'What now? "This year. I'm kind of
But that was 11minor problem. She, then
At Idaho's four state-fundediuniversi'floating," Clarkson said. "There are some
heard' rumors that classes in the Foreign
- ties, it was up to administrators to decide
classes
I
can
get
out
of
the
way.
I
haven't
Languages Department were soingto be
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where the cuts would be made. That was in
May.
On June 22, the State Board of
Education met to discuss whether to
increase studentfees and whether to declare
a state of financial emergency for Idaho's
institutions of higher learning. Discussion
was heard and the decision, after much
debate, was 'yes' for both items on' the
agenda. The board decided .the revenues
generated from the increased fees would
offset shortages caused by the cutback. The
declared state .. of emergency allowed
employees to be .legally terminated despite
tenured status. ..

'Almos~ simultaneously, Israel and the
Palestine' Liberation Organization (PLO)
, began exchanging weapons fire, untilIsrael:
decided to flush the PLO from Lebanon.

.'

"

~:.=:rt~r~~:
incursion into West~n~~eni~re/%~~_~c~:
Beirut.. :
Just when you thought it was safe to
In its August 16th issue, Time mag8zine
t.
watch DllJl Rather,Argentma throws a
reported. that Israeli i.attacks on West
___
-:....-;....;;....-.....;'""'"";;....:--.......
...-,--.-- .......
~=-;::. __
,gauntlet in the proper, stiff-upper lip face
Beirut, ."Whereonly one in about 80people
of Grea't 'Bnimn. }.1argllrCt'1"Iiatcher,isa
Palesiiriian guerrUla,had killed 400 to:
hemmed in bypoliticalinsiabi).ityand
500 civilians and wounded 1,000." Reports
~I:i HE SUN: SHONE. brightly and .dvilrights vlolations around the globe, an
political in-fighting,sends the Royal Navy also estimate that up to 80,000 Palestinian
~ , 'I> 'often
this'summer, but mostof . unstable, .religiously.crazed ..Middle. East, .to .recover,the. British sheep. and .dignity. refugees'are homeless.
'.
~~~' .the rays fell hotly on the"
etc., ad.nauseam.
'
'
Tough lady,no? ,.Shepublicly quoted
~upporters of Israel at home and abroad
.
"~o~ earth, warmed rivers and·
In Idaho, much less horror, but still
Queen Victoria to boot.
argue thaHheJewlsh state had little choice
~
..slidoff.bodiescoated~th
pllmtY.ofmisery and hardship for this
While the rest of the world' made but to'eradicateaforcewhichhaslong
tanning 10tiol1~Verylittle bright light (ollnd small; .' conservative' state:'· the horrible
popcorn, preparing 'to watch>what was .•threatened to des~roylsi'ael,· ..while'
its way onto the pages of America's tortuiemurderof Christopher Peterman,
shaping up to. be a Gilbert and Sullivan detractors" claim the Jewish state is
, magazines and' newspapers. hi Boise, the' ,the lingering doubts about the safety Of the
farce of British Imperiiilism,·things turned
attemp·ting· to. solve the <Palestinian
news. mirrored the bleak 'realities other. Ada Cobnty Jail, yet another looming
serious. Artillliryfirewasexchanged, ships . problem,~th de (aetogeno.cide.1'he issue,
cities in.the country face.
.'.''. '"
George. Hansen. controversy, the pseudo- were sunk; lives·were los,t,'.The grim tiith:
a..div~ive '«;Ine.fot 'American Je\ys, Was
.'lfweever needevldence:-and who dares scaQdal jnv,olving. :Lllrry Cr~ig,' ·.'the South Atlantic war dragged on ,in June as" made: no better by '.the resignation, of'
ask for it.. to. bolster theaddagethilt. bad nurnero~slayOffs in Idaho's constntction, ..Britishtroops, crept acrosS the Falklartds.. ,Secre,taryofStateAleXlU'ider Haig in' the'·
news is good news; the summer oC.'82 had ··mining, and: timber ".industries, .'.and, as and l'iitallyextracted',asurrender from a ~ midstoHhe cnsis.'..
.
.
plerityt~spare, Arourid the nationahd the . always, th~ slow,uninspited progress of the .'huiniliatedArgen.tina;The
U,S,,:. mean.;" .. ThelJ;S.,Wasonce ~gainon the hot seat.,
world: . two ,.bloody'.wars, a .tragic .'airline. .Boise··'"Redevelopment...Agency 'and the' while,faced the uncomfortable situation of " IIiII000ntmen, women, aIld children have .
disasterinLouisiana, near tenpercentU .S.· downtown shopping malt. '. '.' . '. ..sldiJig
with.theBritisJ:i..·againStanallYill'our,l'tetl~.:·~i~edwitlt.Wea,ponry
ihe u~s
•.:
'uil,empioyment; . recoratia~kruPt~ies,··
., ..Thank OO<1fol'sieVeD'Spielberg. Where o~heritisl?ltere; l1l~i\vifr.·I1'a5,;«:n(JIid;'bu~<:~Jied.itsJ~wishll1l~. .....
worldwide economicdifflcUlties' which .,.wouldthe'natiollalpsyche be'thissuminer.. : thep()liticitLjJjlplieauoris.to( ihe>U.S/'iri·· .''..' At.· home;. another ..type" of War·.·.was.
equalllll,d,insome ~'SufpllSs.ou.rowri',withoutE:r.·l··
.... ',' .. '
".
i·soutti.·Ariiericaremaiidn
doubt';·
. .'
..
.,
. '.
..

by M>ar.·ja.,lil1e, F. ag g. --...-,-------+.....;----.....;,...,..,
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WhatwouldThe Wizard,of
Ozhave been without
"Over the Rainbow"?
....

It's a fact: Louis B, Mayer almost cut "Over
Rainbow" from the release print in an
. ,,::',.; effort to shorten the movie's black and white
, .',>,',! opening sequences, Morethanfourdecades
"
,.:',,',
later,collegestudentseverywhereare
),-,
'
packing campus theaters to see this and
':', '
',,',
other classic films like Psycho, Gone With
'iT ",.
,
the WlnQ,TriOtasablanca,
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W've'gotallthe
notes you'll ever
need ... racks and
racks of them at ,
every Budget Tapes
& Records store.
From Punk to
Pavarotti Jazz to
,Journey. we've got
them all.
So come in and
take some notes Youhit the books.
we'll book the hits.

Rnd out why In the a'l-ilew IUllaof

shell
==lillJJ~!J i}====
The Magazine forthe College Community
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11:00..7:00
SUN
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POSTERS etc.
MOVIE

POSTERS
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PRINTS

BOISE

343·0723

EVEN STRAIGHT liS CAN"

HELP IF YOU FWNK TUITION.
Today, the toughest thing about going
to college is finding the money to pay for it. #:,:
ButArrnyROfCcanhelp-two
,.'
ways!
"
First, you can apply for an Army
ROTC scholarship, Itcovers tuition,
books, and supplies, and pays you
up to $1,000 each school year it's
in effect.
But even if you're not a
scholarship recipient, "\\'111
ROTC can still help'~~
with financial assis/);
tance-upto$l,OOO
if
a year' for your
last two years in
the program.
For more
information,
contact your
Professor of
Military Science.

SOUP
SALAD
SANDWICHES
DEER
WINE
SODA

ARMY ROTC.
BEALL YOU CAN BE.

:

1/2 Block So. of University on Broadway'
Mon-Ttlur 10:30 'am to 10 pm

'

Frl-Sat, 10:30 am to J 1prn.
Sunday 10:30 am to 7 om
·'.;
L
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By 'Pacific News Service
RiorlessSummer
Despite earlier predictions, there has
been little unrestin American cities this
,summer ,and that's got some of the experts
puzzled. James Tobin of Yale, who Won
the Nobel Prize for Economics last year, .
says "Nobody seems to care" that
unemployment In July was nearly 10
percent. Fellow NobelLaureate Paul
Samuelson says despair, not indifference, is
keeping the lid on a potentially explosive
situation. People just don't see any
alternative to the present conditions, he
says. They've just given up hope. Another
noted economist, Harvard's John Kenneth
Galbraith, thinks the real test of America's
ability to endure high unemployment will
come in the elections this fall. "There has
been a good deal of quiet suffering," he
says, "that will manifest itself in
November." Newsday, August 25

Food For Thought
'Here's some food for thought: A British
psychologist Says she can tell what kind of
person you are by the kind of-fruit you eat,
Jane Firbank says orange-eaters, for
instance, tend to be perfectionists. Since
they have the patience and dexterity to peel
the fruit, she says they make good
dentists-vas well as good marriage partners,
Grape-eaters, on the other hand, lean
towards self-indulgence: They lack the
discipline to work for long-term goals, but
make good entrepreneurs, especially when
the rewards come quickly. At first bite, you
might think banana-lovers are sexuallyoriented, No so, say Firbank: although
they do like eating and drinking, they tend
to he lazy and even fat. Apple-lovers,
however, have plenty of energy. They're
practical, if somewhat traditional, and
make good politicians. All in all, she says,
there are good and bad traits associated'
with almost any f'ruit-sbut who said life was
a bowl of cherries? Deliver Post, August 8,

.Srudent.Gov't Pursues New Ima e
by Terry Peoples

effort as we fight for money," Jester
Overshadowed by theproblems.of last
year's student body': government,
the
explained.
• Aside from the image-building, .\SBSU
ASBSU faces a challenge
and an
opportunity to begin to build a new image,
made real progress this summer by forming
according. to vice president,
Deanna
a committee to .research topics such as
parking, improving student representation,
(Gibler) Weaver.
"One, of the hindrances that we enter
expanding and communicating
to the
, with is that, because of last year and the
students more fully the internship program,
problems, that resulted, people are a little
revitalizing the student handbook, ASBSU
Constitution and Senate Acts, and more. '
more.skeptical," Weaver said. "We have to
build lip a credibility again-sand I think we
Other ASBSU goals and objectives
have the people to do that in' a positive . include initiating a campus night watch
way;"
program to increase security on campus,
Rebuilding credibility began early 'with
involvement with the tuition bill at the state
Marlyss Fairchild, ASBSU President, who
level, introducing an evaluation handbook
spent time' this summer working with
which will show how students have graded
'administration' trying ',to' regain a. rapport
their teachers and classes.
that she felt had been lost.
.
As with student governments in the past,
getting people involved and familiarizing
Fairchild believes progress has been
made in this area.'
them with the fact that BSU has something,
"If you keep the lines of communication
to offer, other than just a diploma, is a
-open, let them (administrators) know what
priority with this year's ASBSU. However,
you are doing and find out what they are
al] student officials don't think that apathy
doing ... hopefully you can both work in the
is the main reason for lack of involvement.
same direction," Fairchild said.
"If the programs are there and are well
advertised, accessible and jiot expensive,
Helen Holt, Senate Pro-Tern, also put
then I think students will participate," Jay
regaining credibility with administration
Jester said. However, Jester stressed that
and students at the top of her list of goals,
the ASBSU must make a strong effort to
"I think we havea group who really wants
reach out and "solicit participation,"
to work together and keep the lines of
Deanna Weaver felt that students are not
communication open," she added.
apathetic by choice, they just are not aware
ASBSU Administrative Assistant, Jay
Jester, additionally
felt that relations

Ads For Enrollment
Evenin these times of low enrollment,
most colleges keep their advertising pretty
low-key. Not so at Connecticut's
University of Bridgeport, which has gone
all-out for. .. Billboards. Signs on three
major highways now carry the school's
name, plus the message: "86-acre
campus ... on the sound." University
spokesman Dawes Walker says, "The
response has been terrific. People who had
never heard of us are asking about our
educational programs." Adage, August23.

VA Chief Supported
For the second time this summer, the
White House is going all out to protect the
controversial head of the Veterans
,
Administration, Robert Nimmo. Critics
charge Nimmo is insensitive to disabled
veterans, incapable of running his own
agency, and an em barrassment to the
President. ,He has come underfireJor
spending over $50 thousand toredecorate
his office while proposing cuts in veterans'
medical benefits, and illegally hiring a
chauffeur at government expense. ,What
rankles many VA employees is that"
'Nimmo's predecessor, Max Cleland,drove
himselftowork--even though he was a
triple amputee as a result o~ wounds
suffered in Vietnam. ,DespIte these
complaints, White H?~se co~nselor ~
Messes is urging admlOlstratlon officIals to
help save Nimlllo's job, saying "I t~ink the
Presidentfeelsvery strongly that NImmo"
should be supported." SanFronc:isco
' '
, Examiner, August26.> ,
'

V.P, Deanna Weaver. By Russ Markus
general mood IS one of optimism. ,
When asked about how this year's
student body compares to those of the past,
President
Marlyss
Fairchild, replied,
"We're going to have a greater attempt to
work with the students, We're going to
separate the image of an elitist group
sitting up here in our little offices and never
really getting out and being a part of the
student body, because we are still
students ..

"';"~--<r-.~~~~~~(8~~~~.~~.~~,
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Army Toys Wjth Future Wars

Bombed at Nuke Plants
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
says there's been a substantial increase in
the number of employees at nuclear power
plants arrested or fired because of drugs.
In 1979, there was one incident, in 1980,
there were five, and last year-an even
dozen. Most of the cases concerned
marijuana, but some involved cocaine,
amphetamines, hashish and methaqualone.
The NRC is looking into using breath and
psychological tests, behavioral observation
and background investigations to make
sure that high-security employees are not
under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
Washington Post, August 16

of what's happening.
So, 'with the past behind and an
abundant supply of motivation, ASBSU's

A.A. Jay Jester. By Russ Markus.
between students and administration.would
be much better this year because the
internal conflicts are gone: He thought that
the tough' financial situation would draw
people Closer together, too.
"We've all been hit in the pocket and 1
think it's going to take a more cooperative

Nuclear weapons,' chemical weapons,
,"directed energy"(Iaser) weapons, and the
use of drugs on troops are all part of the
Army's "Alrland Battle 2000" plan for
conducting
combat
during the years
1995-2015, according to Colonel Robert
Adair, director ofthe Army's Training and
Doctrine Command, interviewed in the
March I issue of Army Times.
Airland Battle 2000 calls for round-theClock combat which will pose the problem
of extended periods of battle-stress for the
people doing the fighting. " The Army's
solution? "We may have to use medicinal
approaches here to shutout some of .the
horrors of war ... to keep them (the troops)
on track andrnoving. The only way to
survive may be through the use of a

ASBSU'Treasury
The Monies 'and the Man
The responsibility
for 'keeping
an
accurate update on the financial picture is
Treasurer AI Meyers, who is confident that,
because the rapport between the Senate and
thetreasurer's office is mu~h better this
year, communication will be much more
efficient.
"The senate needs to have the right type
of reports so they know what's.going on-so
they don't (eel bamboozled in any way,"
Meyers said.
Referring to last year's financial reports
'Meyers said, "They were not very good.'
They didn't tell very-much to the senate."
He felt this caused the senate to be
distrustful of the treasury. "They did not
know what was happening."
One goal Meyers wants to fulfill this 'year
is to run the treasurer's
office as
'''Smoothly aspossible'tand
to give more
detailed, accurate, and timely reports so
that the financial picture can be best
represented.

--....:.",=------

19"2.83 BUDGEI'

Revenues:
GeneralAllocatiori
Interest Income
Ticket Sales:
, Theatre Arts 6,500
SPB· IO,Soo
Other: '
KBSU,

$238,000
15,000

17,000

5,000'

medicinal prophylactic; ooadrug."
Another new wrinkle is that soldiers will
not be paid in cash during combat-nor will
they even be allowed to carry cash.
Other features of the Airland Battle 2000
Concept are:
-New electronic warfare systems. "We'd
like something that hits the antennae of
enemy radios, burns the radio out, and
scrambles the minds of the people listening
to it," says Adair.
-Compact directed energy (laser) weapons. Adair believes the Army needs to
"arm our soldiers with something they can
wear 'on their hip ... We want the equivalent
of 5,000 to 10,000 shots. 1 won't say bullets
because they probably won't be bullets."

by Terry Peoples

Recreation Board
26,615
Legal Services
10,000
Election Board
2,140
Judiciary
457
BaseballClub
1995
MENC
'375
Jazz Ensemble,
980
Powerlifting Club
525'
Phi Kappa Delta
150
Rodeo Club
5,300
P.E. Majors
420
Kayaking & Rafting Club
915
Fencing Club
''
453
National Student Exchange(NSE)
1,160'
Health Advisory Board
480
Alcohol Awareness
360
Ski Team
500 ,
Karate Club
.
465
Residential Han Association (RHA)
710
Bowling Club
2,000
Field Hockey Club
625
Alpha Kappa Psi ,
815 '
AIMeyers,ASB
Treasurer. Photo by Russ PanhellenicCouncil
650
Markus. ,,'
" ,
Geology Club
1,000
Guitar Society
350
Ice Hockey
1,860,
Prior Year Surplus
"
"
"
1,206
': ,(To betransferredto
Reserves),
50,000., Soccer Club
Scuba Club
1,741
Total Revenue
'$325,000
,Student Athletic Trainers
485·
Expenditures: , '
, $34,900 ., , JJniversiiYNewsc()ntraet~3,000
Administration,
4OAOO Iteserve<
'
','
,~,053
,,'
Service Awards
45 400., Loan Fund,
, ,
"
' ..,4,000
StudelltPrograrns 8()ard (SPB)
KBStFBroadcastBoard
'"
,
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Buyer ,Beware!
As any shrewd consumer knows, the decision to buy a product is made after a certain amountof
. deliberate consideration.
.
It would behoove the average student to be similarly conscious of the commodity she or he has just
begun to consume. Education.
. .
Initially, academic freedom had two traditions. Lehrfreiheit protected faculty research and teaching
while lehrnjreiheitprotetted
the active role and freedom of the student to learn. Historian
Henry Steele Commager said that the latter "was designed to provide independence for students. It
meant freedom to learn, freedom to study what one wished to study-to go from one university to
another, to attend class or stay away--freedom,in short,to run one's own affairs and live, one's own
life.'"
,
. .- >
Yet, freedom requires a certain measure of discipline and responsibility. And an investment.
BSU students, as consumers, need to learn what academic. choices are available to them, veiled as
they may be.
Get the scoop on your classes before you endure the length of this semester. This fall sit in on a few
_classes, chat with prospective instnictors ... prior to spring registration. Ask reliable sources about
them, get critical. .. it's your money being spent for your education.
If you don't like an instructor, a course, or your credit load, make adjustments, keeping in mind
drop-add procedures and deadlines.
.
Familiarize yourself with BSU's services and benefits. Tour the library, get a copy of and read the
student handbook-dt spells out your rights as a student. Investigate the Counseling and Testing Center,
. tutoring centers, and advisors ..
Advisors.They're not gods. They have class loads, too. Choose them carefully.
Become conversant with graduation requirements if graduation's your intent.
Acclimate yourself by developing roots. Friends, rapport with instructors, extra-curricular activities,
and the academic environs.
this fall: lehrnfreiheiti
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Idaho's Higher Education: Facing A World OJ Diminishing
Opportunities

Vill
- a'
CORRESPONDENCE
corresponuence

stuov is Individual

YOU CAN ENROLL AT ANY TIME SlUDY
HOME AND SET YOUR awN PACE.

INEWDATESI

I

L

),

\')
1
.

ASBSU Fall Elections

.....l.----,

No. Pick up petitions in the

Student Activities' Office
2nd floor, SUB
4 P!T.' deadline for filing
petitions -.
.

sept.'
sept.
8 3:~O PIT! MandafoQry,
. . . Onentatlon Meeting ;

Nez Perce Room
Se.t• 22-23 ASBSUPrimaries
Ocl.6-7 ASBSUGeneral Election

.

uestions?

..

laI1385-1'223

by mall.

IN THE COMFORT

OF YOUR

. You work on an Individual basis with faculty members, who design the
Instructional materials and respond to the assignments you submit. It's a
convenient, relatively
Inexpensive, and highly personalized way to take
co~rses. from four of Idaho's finest universities and colleges: Boise State
University, University of Idaho, Idaho State University and Lewis-Clark State
- College.
.
THE BEAUTY

OF CORRESPONDENCE

SlUDY

IS ITS FLEXIBILITY.

• 'It allows individuals to overcome obstacles to traditional
a variety of special education needs.
CORRESPONDENCE

STUDY ALLOWS

study and to meet

YOU TO:

-sotve campus scheduling problems
oPursue professional development
oEarn advanced standing
oExplore new subjects
-Study for personal improvement
- Accelerate your programs
oComplete high school degrees or begin college classes wh.le stili In high
school'
oComplete study to become a naturanzedcitlzen

)

)

STUDY

instruction

.

OUR PROGRAM OFFERS OVER 130 COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL
COURSES. COURSES INCLUDED IN THE FOLLOWING SUBJECT AREAS:
Aooounting
Adult Education
Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Education
Anthropology
.
Bacteriology.
Biology
Business
Consumer Economics
Economics
Education
Engineering
English
French

Geography
History
Home Economics
Mathematics
Museology
Music
Philosophy
Physical Education
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Real Estate
Sociology
Vocational Education

High School Courses:
Bookkeeping
English (composition.
grammar and literature)
French
Matematics
Science
Govemment
History
.

FEES FOR COLLEGE COURSES ARE $35 A CREDIT (RESIDENT On
NONRESIDENT)
AND HIGH SCHOOL COURSES ARE $60 FOR A
FULL-SEMESTER COURSE
FOR MORE INFORMATION

AND FREE CATALOG:

Contact
Olivia Camp, State Coordinator
CORRESPONDENCE STUDY .
University Of Idaho

(208) 885-6641

......

s.o.s.

President, Boise
State University
, The only way the political
leadership in' this state will
respond to the need for increased
revenue by the public schools and
higher education is if the voters
tell them to do so. That takes an
organized, statewide effort.
It is a fair assumption, but an
assumption nevertheless, that the
majority of Idahoans
believe
education to be important and
that it ranks relatively high on
their list of publicly-supported
priorities. Increasing numbers of
citizens seem to recognize that the
education system in the state is in
serious trouble. Many realize that
even in education, one eventually
gets what one pays for. Some are
even beginning to ask "What can
I do to help'?"
.
I, for one, wish.I could advise
that person who wants to assist to
affiliate with a statewide movement called Save Our Schools and
give him a one-page program
statement and an S.O.S. bumper
sticker. The one-page handout
might contain a paragraph or two
on the seriousness of the problem
from kindergarten through graduate school. Then it could detail a
tax program, or at least a list of'
possibilities, to suggest to the
state's decision makers.
The list might include eliminating exemptions from the sales
tax, gearing up to collect unpaid
and delinquent
taxes and/or
adding a penny or two to that tax,
There could be other choices. The
details of the package should' be
carefully researched and verified
by citizens' groups:
Another paragraph could suggest action which might vary from
petitions, to writing campaigns, to
phone calls. It is difficult to find
people willing to camp on the
steps of the state capitol, but who
knows'?
The back of the paper might
even list the organizations that
endorse the approach.
These
could include PTA's,
professional groups, school boards and
trustees, chambers of commerce,
.alumni groups, and others interested in the problem.
Leadership'? Maybe somewhere
there are some retired businessmen who' are looking for a
worthwhile project.
Of course,
there is an IACI study of higher
education going on presently, and
it probably won't be finished by
next January.
But this coming
legislative session is the time to
act, if for no other reason ·than we
are facing disaster if nothing
happens. Business leadership of
an S.O.S. group could keep IACI
informed and, hopefully, cooperative.
Leadership
from the
schools and universities is impossible because we are basically
greedy, selfish and regional.
But right not there is no
statewide citizens' group expressing concern. Ther is no handout,
agreed program, or suggested
plan of action.
Furthermore,
there are fewer spaces . at the
universities, lower quality at the
public schools, and the bottom
could drop out from that bleak
picture in the next few months,
Is it. possible
for higher
education and the public schools
to cooperate'? Is there business
leadership available'? Do citizens
really care'?
Hopefully, some
people will do something besides
wait and see.
.

This column was reprinted with
permission from the 1982 Septemberissue of the BSU Focus.
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million dollars worthof people."
According to Keiser. the cuts were made
wh~re they would do the least damage. The
Finally. on July 14, the board met and
Department,
for
approved'.$1.2 million in budget cuts at., Foreign Languages.
example,
had
a
low
faculty-to-major
ratio.
BSU. Bachelor of' Arts degrees in Spanish
Seventeen students were registered as
and German were eliminated, .along with
majors in the Spanish and German
Associate Degrees in Fashion Merchandiprograms. Another factor considered was
sing and Word Processing: Various degrees
in the School of Education have been axed." accreditation requirements. The associate
About 120 students were affected by the' programs in the School of Business were
deemed unnecessary in maintaining its
program cuts. .
accreditation requirements. Attempts are
Faculty laid off statewide included seven
being made to relocate students enrolled in .
. tenured' and eight non-tenured positions.
those programs, Keiser said,
Four'vacant positions were not filled, Ten
The president said that no administrative
exempt and classified positions were lost.
positions had been lost due to the 9 percent
"I think we explored all the alternatives
(to a fee increase) oyer the course of four .cutback. He explained that in times of
economic hardship, an institution's top
years ... and rejected them all;" explained
authorities must be on hand to make quick
BSU President John Keiser. "We explored
decisions, and because BSU has the largest
every alternative that was suggested, (from)
taking out telephones, to getting rid of . summer school enrollment in the state,
administrators must be on hand to keep
summer school to cutting another half
things running:
It was also pointed out by Keiser. that, at
most universities, the central administrators are not required to teach classes in
addition to their other duties. "This year
we (president, vice president, and deans)
are required to produce 5000 total credit
hours," he said. "My first.classis at 7.:40,"
he added.
.
It may seem strange that. given the dire
financial straits. at the university: the
campus has one newly completed building,
the Multi-Purpose Pavilion, and one under
construction, the Morrison Center .Keiser
said that funds for the two projects were
Dr. Michael Zirinsky. By Brad Kurtz.
largely donated from private sources. The
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A lone student tackles registrationjorms.

Photo by Russ Markus.

Morrison Center for the Performing Arts.if
it wasn't built here, would "have been built
in Santa Barbara, he commented •. in
reference to Velma Morrison's monetary
support. "We obviously needed facilities
for music and theater arts, and that's
something she (Velma Morrison) wanted to
build," said Keiser,
..
Dr. Richard Bullington, executive vice
president
of BSU. worked
on the
reduction-in-force plan at BSU with Dr.
Keiser. "The essence of the' frustration,"

he said is that when you are an institution,
growing and developing in terms of student
enrollment (and) program development, it
hurts to have to make cuts."
It was unfortunate that the cuts had to be
made during' the summer
months,
Bullington said. That, coupled with the
hurried nature of the emergency, reduced
the level of input from students and faculty
with regard to where the cutbacks were
l.!m~a~d~e.,--_
.•
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Dr: John Keiser. By B. Kurtz ..

No Satisfaction
Dr. Michael Zi'rinsky, chairman of the
Faculty Senate, Was not entirely pleased
with decisions
made by the BSU
administration and the State Board of
Education. Resolutions were drafted by
. senate members in favor of a $100 increase
in student fees. "This would have enabled
the university to avoid cutting programs
and avoid cutting
opportunities
for'
students," Zirinsky said.
.
"Input from the faculty as to where the
cuts would be made was very limited," he
continued. "The reaction was 'stunned
disbelief when the faculty was informed of
proposed
cuts in foreign
language
programs, Foreign languages are central to
the university," he said. Cuts could have

Studentslftregistration.

Photo by Russ Markus .'

The increase in student fees was made
been made in less critically important areas,
during the summer, a timewheri
few
he continued.
. .
students were around to voice their opinion
.Zirinsky believes that tuition is on the
on the matter. ASB President Marlyss
rise nationwide, the average increase being
Fairchild, claimed, that though the six
20' percent. BSU's fees' rose ·14 percent.
students were treated fairly when delivering
'Even with a $50 increase in fees, he claims
their testimonies before the board, . the
that education at BSU is still a-bargain.
timing Of the fee .hike was a definate
. A comparison of BSU tuition With
uisadvantage. .
'
.
.'
"
western universities emphasized Zirinsky's
"We got.the word out as best.we could;"
point. As of July '82., he argues. the,
she said,"butwe
reallydidn~tgethatdly
Universitv of Nevada/Reno charged $992
any student input.':' She said;!'that~sthe'
for resid~nt undergraduate fees. Eastern
fauItof thestudepts, for not paying¢nough.
Washington University's 'fees were $942;,
'attention •. not getting involved enough to'
arid . Colorado . State
was·$950.
respond.''-Sbe';ilso stressed thatt,heBqard
Though superficially -pers"uasive. -Zirin~
, can't ju~t decide to ,implement
a ".fee
sky's fal;ts are-taken 'out of coritext; BSU
increase whenever theY·,wantto .. ~'I ..think·
.has,the' higheSt faculty-student ratio when
'that is Wrong," she~ontinued .. '. ", ' .
compared with his three~xamples.given
The ',ASBmaysupporta
tuition
that aU' tangen~s are· cpn~ider,ed..4.tthe

t";

("

•

•

University of Nevada-Reno, the ratio is
13.73 to I. At Colorado StateUniversity,
the ratio is 13.54to 1. while at BSU the
ratio was almost 20 to 1(19.81 to l) before
cutbacks forced layoffs of fifteen facuIty.
The ratio at Eastern Washington (EWU)
was 22.22 to 1. However, the institution is
located in the poorer half of the state,
where revenues' are low. It is' also. within
close proximity to Spokane, acity with four
colleges of its own. Gonzaga. University,
Spokane
Falls Community
College,
Spokane Community College. and Whitworth College have contributed to a
saturated college market.
Factors
such. as age .of'school,
community
support
and quality
of
education are also not considered by
Zirinsky. Special areas of emphasis within
. an institution also warrant consideration.
(Example: the School of Business at BSU.)
According to Zirinsky, fees at private
universities have also risen, which he said
indicates a national trend. The price at
~tanford is 8,220, while a year at Harvard
IS 8,195.
.
.
Zirinsky believes' that the' quality of
education at BSu may be suffering a more
subtle form of undermining.·Four
of the
faculty laid off were tenured" and he says
that might cause uneasiness among othered
tenured faculty members." "The traditional reason for tenure is to give people
security, so that they have no fear .... of
retribution," he said- "Even though there
is no intention of 'acting in a manner that
you could call retribution on the part of the
administration, the fact is, the guarantee's
not there anymore;"
'.
Because the administration
stressed
.numbers, small numbers, in choosing
which programs to cut, faculty may not
wish to do anything' that could cause
students
to abandon
any academic
department. Events indicate that tenure
does not offer safety, Zirinsky said.
"They (faculty) are going to be -afraid. to,
grade hard, if' there is fear that hard
grading will drive students
away,: . he
explained; People will be afraid to develop
.complex ideas if they have reason to fear
that (students) won don't want to deal with
complex ideas won't take their course."
"Students weren't majoring in foreign
languages because they are hard," he
.
added.

... '

year 1984 budget of $127.827,300 for its
agencies and institutions. This figure is 20
percent higher than' the current budget as
reduced by the 9 percent holdback; The
budget included a requestto help raise the
salary. Of educational employees to a level
closer to their peers in other states. The
request also calls for a continuation or the
$50 increase in student fees, since the
increase. as an emergency measure. is
effective for only one year.
In a State Board of Education'S
August 11-13, Board Brief, a record of
state board's
meetings,
noted that
discussion of the new budget prompted
more debate as to whether the board should
be an advocate for the needs of education
or whether economic.considerations made a
smaller request to the legislature more
feasible.
State Representative
Kitty
Gurnsey. co-chairperson
of the Joint
Finance and Appropriations Committee, is
quoted as saying that "if the Board were to
present a request which was 'unrealistic'.
you've wasted your time. We've got to
have something we can live with."
"We really ought to be telling the people
what they ought to know, not what they
want to hear," said board member Robert
Montgomery.

Fairchild said, depending on whether or not
monies would be used for faculty salaries.
since the current fee structure does not
allow money collected from student fees to
help pay faculty. "We can't really say yes
or no until we see what-the bill 'is. It's
whatever .the students want." .
Dr. Henrietta "Penny" Schoonover: a
tenured Associate Professor in the Foreign
Languages Department, was' laid off in
July: She echoed Zirinsky's fears about the
repercussions from the dismissal of tenured
faculty. "People are frightened." she said.
"They may be afraid to speak out for fear
of losing their jobs."

Future Trends

Registration. By Russ Markus.

Schoonover also had her own ideas about
The financial
squeeze at Idaho's
where the cut could have been made. The
universities has prompted the fear .that the
layoffs,she
contends, could have been
best educators and administrators
may
avoided by charging a fee for remedial
abandon the area, in search of more
courses in english and mathematics. "I'm
lucrative employment in other states.
concerned about the rhetoric whereby it is
President Keiser does not deny that
legitimate to argue that you must assure
Idaho may be experiencing a 'brain drain'.
access to students of all economic classes
"There's
always a market for good
and therefore fees on remedial work are not
people," he said, "but the attrition rate has
imposed."
been very light, primarily because you can't
"That strikes me," she said, "as the
sell the house and because there aren't any
worst form of elitism in the name of
jobs open anywhere else." You're better
. democratic ~galitaIianism." Schoonover in
off here thanin.Oregon
or Washington at
-~:sisted that programs were being axed so
this time," he said, though adding that '''it
that more students could be "processed"
might get worse as the year goes on."
by the university. Students looking for a
A Sunday, August 29, story in The
quality education will have to look out of
. Oregonian. listed the average salaries of
state, she continued.
college faculty from eleven western states.
The foreign languages department bore
Idaho took last place, with an average
the brunt of the cutback at BSU because of
yearly salary of $23.000. Arizona came in
a low faculty-major,ratio,she
said. "That's
first' with the average faculty member
phony scientific management," according
earning a little more than $30,000.
to Schoonover. The ratio is, arrived at by
Wyoming was a close second at $29.500.
dividing the number of majors in a
In Oregon. where the normal salary was
department by the number of faculty in the
$25,000, the article .pointed to severe
department.
~problems with faculty who migrated to
Usingthis logic, Schoonover contends,
better paying positions in other states.
the English and Chemistry departments
"There's-no question that it's happening"
have lower ratios than her .departrnent.
James Reinrnuth, dear of the-School of
"They have high density departments," she
Business Administration at the University
said, "but offer. mostly service,courses." '
of Oregon is quoted as saying.
We have a choice in Idaho,' the former
Eastern Oregon State College (EOSC) 'in
. BSU professor further contends. We can
La Grand, has lost forty faculty members
offer a legitimate program or we can offer
in the past two years. the article' continues.
low fees, she said. At this.time, Idaho still
EOSC's president, Rodney' Briggs, also
offers one .of the lowest priced educations
'resigned, citing continual
erosion of
in the nation, she continued.
supponforhlgher
education in Oregon.
Though unintended,
another problem
Janet Haye.: Idaho state Board 'of
has erupted-vThe Task Force for ExEducation member, addressed the issue of
cellence. This report on public education in
education during an interview.
"The
Idaho, recently recommended that high
important thing, is that what happens to
school .graduation requirements include
higher education depends on what happens
fulfillment Or instruction in science, math'
to the revenue coming into the state," she
and ,english. Also recommended
were'
said. "It's extremely important that people
three years of a roreign , language,in
the state realize the beating that higher
Schoonover said.
education has taken in the last four years,"
Because faculty, students.'administrators
she continued .. '
.
and the State Board of Educationall stand
. "The decline in real dollars (adjusted to
, to galn-froni-an inct,<;asein moniesilVaiiitble
inflation) in the .last four years has been
to universities, why is it that they often
Over 28 percent for higher education,';
seemed polarized onkeyissues?',
Haye said. More revenue must be generated
ASB President Marylss .. Fairchild adif higher education is· to survive, Haye
mitted thatfacuIty
and students were at
added, '
.
.
odds on the issue of the. fee increase.'.
. The outcome of the November 4th
"Trying to penetrate the Faculty Senate or
general elections are critical to higher
even get them to work . with us ' was
education in Idaho, according toHaye. She
impossible," she said; "Not inariyoftheirurges
all'who have a vested interest in
testimony did I. hear them talk about the.
education to examine -their legislator's
betterment of the students."
'recordsandvoteaccordingly.
Regarding the, cutbacks, Fairchild-said
'''Both
of the gubernatorial candidates
.. that. the Faculty Senate made 'no effort t6arestrong
supporters of education," •said
censorthemselves to, decide which among
Haye, "and 1 think theyboth.will do what
. them might be. expendable.
"And no,
they can to support colleges and public
'facuItyon
.anycampus·
isflawless,~'she
. schools."
.,.'
added> ., ..' '.. ".,
'...
.' Thequestioqs
is. "who has the gilts' to
Dr. iiriilsky
faculty repre~entative;
..really push for a tax· ' increase," ,,~tl,~
;,disagrees;'c.'Y ~ wer,e~jnlea:gue\viii{
thc';continued:
"That's going to,make
the ~
. . .•.. ..'
~'..••. . :differenc~ beca~se.ifis'$oing to
taX,
" stud~~~s,h~'S~di\;.
,., At an A\igust 1l1e~tmgor the State- B9ard ....increase, to adequately fund education in
ofEducatjon, members e~tal;!lish~,a fi611alw ~).Ic:laho,t· ..·;,. ".i,.i' .;••;
.,i.; .•; "~,,, l'~'...
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Summer 1982
.,
with ..weapons' made of rhetoric
rather than gunpowder;
The largest
political rally in U.S. history-an
antinuclear demonstration-was
attended by
700,000 in Central Park,and
'Ronald
Reagan began to make his case, for a' tax
increase. Only a year ago, Regan presided
over a huge tax cut. The president found
himself doing something he swore he never
would do. He argued that the $98.3 billion
increase over the next five years represents
an effort to hold down the federal deficitand .lower . interest rates. Reagan found
some unlikely allies in House Democrats
and had' a few skirmishes with conservative
Republicans,
including
Idaho's
Larry
Craig, who felt Reagan backslid on support
for his own program of tax and spending
cuts.
Wall Street underwent its largest trading
boom in the history of the New York Stock
Exchange. Some Wall Street observers said
the bill acted as a catalyst for the market,
signaling as it did the administration's
apparent, if minute, shift away from its
previous hard-line support of supply-side
economics. While some say the activity on
Wall Street bodes wen-for the economy, the
current unemployment rate hovers at just
under ten percent. If the situation doesn't
show marked improvement by November,
a prospect which doesn't appear likely,
Republicans may have a difficult time
defending Reaganomics to unemployed
voters.

The profound difficulties in the national
economy left their marks on Idaho's budget
situation.ias any Idaho college student well
knows.Jn June, Gov. John Evans, who ~II
face a tough re-election effort against Lt.
Gov. Phil Batt, told the State Board of
Education to reduce its fiscal 1983 budget
by $6.6 million (nine percent) to make up
its share of an anticipated $42 million
shortfall in state revenues. Due to the cuts,
BSU President John Keiser asked the State
Board of Education to declare financial
exigency and raise full-time student fees by
$50 per semester, which the board did.
Keiser said that even with the declaration of
exigency, 27 university employees face
layoffs.
Idaho's colleges were not alone in
suffering financial difficulties. Jack White,
former executive director of the Boise
Education Association, pleaded guilty in
June to three counts of embezzlement and
15 counts of forgery in connection with the
disappearance of $415,000 of BEA money.
In good or bad financial times, crime is
always news. If it involves well-known or
well-placed people, it makes better news.
The White incident was one of many stories
involving the wrong-doing
or alleged

---"

••. --·----·---·-R-O..:..~...,i'-O-~;;...

Tuition Tax

wrong-doing of Idaho officials.
in November. The Journal charged on July
the thousands of Rainbows brought their
The mosttragic and frightening criminal
27 that Hansen may "ave violated the long hair, drugs, and Age. of Aquarius
case this summer involved the May 31
federal Ethics in Government Act by not
phraseology to the state, but even the
torture .de.ath of l7-year-old Christopher
reporting a $50,000 loan Texas billionaire 'skeptical later admitted that the group was
Peterman in the.Ada County Jail. Four of
Nelson Bunker Hunt made to Hansen's
peaceful, friendly, and leftthe area cleaner
Peterman's
five cellmateshave
been ,'Wife, Connie, and the $87,000 profit she
than when they found it. "
charged with his death. The fifth cellmate
made in silver speculation.
For people with highbrow culture on their
was released due to a lack of evidence. The
In addition, the paper claimed that
minds, the Idaho Shakespeare Festival
four youths, all 17-yearsold, are alleged to
Hansen never reported ownership of a
provided professionally handled theatrical
have beaten Peterman when he exchanged a
Pocatello Copycat printing shop and never
entertainment. Among the many excellent
few rough words with them.
disclosed the purchase in November 197701' features of the Festival were Mike
Despite their disbelief that such a vicious
a $98,000 townhouse in Virginia. The
Hoffman's inventive direction of Twelft h
crime could have been carried out over a
article also chargl!s that Hansen is in Night; the costumes for A Midsummer
12-hour period without alerting any jail
violation of Idaho law' for failing to Night's Dream, the spare but functional
officials-Boiseansalso
must cope with the
publicly
file a financial
separation
set, and the overall excellence of actors
realization that such a senseless crime
agreement, since he claims he and his wife Greg Pake and Judith Dickerson.
against a juvenile can occur in a sedate
legally divided their financial-dealings in
Idahoans know how to have fun in the
seemingly well-ordered communitysuch ~
1977.'
.
dirt. The Snake River Stampede offered
Boise. A much' broader question surrounds
Hansen accused the Journal of "trying to
plenty of good ole cowboy action, and the
the issue of juvenile vdetention. It was
do a hatchet job on me," and said the
Western Idaho Fair offers the same,
reported. by the Idaho Statesman last
paper "represents the megabucks Eastern
predictable fun: too much food, 100 much
month that the number of Idaho juveniles
press" which would like to see his political
beer, too much nausea on the rides, lots of
arrested for status offenses (possession of
career topple.
mus.c, exhibits, and animals. The music in
tobacco and truancy violations) in the state
This is not thefirst
time Hansen has
the grandstand is varied enough for people
last year was so high, at more than 1,300,
suffered entanglements,
financial
or
of all ages; unless of course you like reggae
that the state risks losing $225,000 in
political. Although his critics and political
or ska. The Fair Board has never been into
federal subsidies. Should juveniles be
opponents marvel at his uncanny ability to
ska: But Top 40 pop rockers Pablocruise
detained in .the county jail for status
land on his feet after such episodes, Hansen
and Paul Revere and the Raiders will be on
offenses rather than .being placed in the
may have met his match in Rexburg
hand for those who'd rather not hear Helen
care of their parents'or guardians? There
Democrat Richard Stallings, his opponent
Reddy whine "I Am Woman," (hear me
are those who argue-the members of the
in the November election.
roar.)
recently-formed' Citizens for Responsible
In a poll commissioned by KTVB-TV this
When the Pavilion became operational
Jail Management among them-that had
summer, before the Journal article was this summer, Boiseans had the opportunity
Peterman not been held for failure to pay
published, Stallings held a small lead over
to see performers that before only played
$73 in traffic 'fines and court' costs, he
Hansen.
the Mini-dome in Pocatello or colliseums in
would be alive today.
'The
last big controversial story to emerge
larger cities. .
'
Idaho's "strange bedfellows" stories this
this summer was the troubled redevelopSo far, Kris Kristofferson, the Beach
slimmer involved the state's two Congresment of downtown Boise. Just when things
Boys, Heart, the Billy Graham Crusade,
sional representatives, Larry Craig and
looked like they might work out, Penney's
ana Blue Oyster Cult have graced the
George Hansen. The story of alleged sexual
defected to the Price Development site at
new structure.
The Pavilion
offers
.activity between Congressional pages and
Cloverdale-and-l-84, even though the area'
excellent visabiliiy from nearly every seat
congressmen made better gossip than it did
has not yet been zoned for- a mall 'and has
and the acoustics
are quite good.
news. Leroy Wil1iams, the page from whose
no highway access. Sears had already
Monster-sized rock 'n roll sound systems
testimony the "scandal" arose, flunked a
committed to the Cloverdale site, and in have challenged the building's decibel
lie-detector test and then later admitted that
August, the ZCMI department store dealt
capacity. The Beach Boys and Greg Kihn
he had fabricated the whole story.
.
what may have been the final blow to the
put on a professional show which was
The interesting angle of the episode for
downtown by throwing in with Price.
marred - only by feedback popping and
Idahoans was Larry Craig's curious denial
With all the bad news which surfaces
squeaking and a lackluster, chainsaw heavy
of charges that he was implicated in the
daily in the press, a story which is positive
metal band which opened the show.
scandal. It was curious because no one
and hopeful and demonstrates the capacity
Heart's talented Wilson sisters and
charged Craig formally or named him in
for good in people deserves -mention. In late
opening act John Cougar also entertained
connection with the imbroglio. Craig said
July, Idaho State Trooper Bob Conners
the multitudes. Heart alternated its old folk
he had received calls from Eastcrn'reporters
noticed a car speeding along the highway.
and heavy metal songs with cuts from its
informing him that he would be implicated
When he stopped the car, he discovered a
softer, more melodic new album, Private
somehow. Rather than wait around to see if
.parent desperate to, get her child, who had
Audit ion -. Their sound system was pushed
in fact that would happen, he called a press
stopped breathing, to the hospital.
beyond what was optimal on the harder
conference to label "despicable" charges
Conners grabbed the baby, leapt into his
rocking songs, at times turning Ann
that he was involved. He admitted himself
car and drove at high speed to the nearest
Wilson's rollicking three-octave soprano
at the time that "I don't even know what
hospital, the entire time administering
into a high-decibal screech.
the specific allegations arc." By repeatedly
mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation
to the
The problems in wiring the Pavilion for
denying the "charges", he kept his name,
one-year old child.
large rock acts will, one supposes, be
linked with the mess.
resolved as sound engineers learn what the
Whether or not his quick denial was
'~\ .~" »\\\ ,,' "\<"<'\,,<
building can and cannot tolerate. The BSU
politically wise is an issue for discussion,
,cc'n
Pavilion appears to be quite a sports and
but the episode does not appear to have
' .~,\ ~"J~~a.~,,~<:~ ,_
cultural asset for Boise.
damaged his re-election chances.
\ ,<~ ,.,.< ",,<' ,.'" (,
,-",
As summer draws to a close and
Idahoans are nothing if not trusting and
students' minds turn to books and skiing,
loyal, and recent polls would seem" to
The summer was 'lot without its vivid
one realizes that too much of a good thing
indicate they feel that Craig has earned
entertainment.
The Rainbow
people
is still good, but it can get monotonous.
their trust.
gathering near Council in June, though
There are only so many sun rays the body
The recent Wall Street Journal report
perhaps not intending to provide spectator
can absorb, only so much beer the liver can
about George and Connie Hansen's
fun.igave the state a vicarious thrill. Many
endure. Ultimately, one. of the nicest things
financial dealings and disclosures may not
Idahoans may have thought the world was'
about summer is its timing. It knows when
be received with such equanimity by voters
winding down to its 'degenerate end when
to make a graceful exit.
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On Reagan's
Tuition
Tax
Credit Plan; "Perhaps to pacify a
constituency that is angered by
eutsin
college aid, President
Reagan is about to propose
tuit,iontax credits for the parents
of private-school children. The
idea is awful and the timing is
worse. Financing private and
parochial schools through tax
subsidiesendangel's public education and diverts Federal funds
from worthier projects."
New
York Times, New York, New
York, April 14, 1982...
.,.

.
N ational Forest

The Boise National Forest's
Idaho .City Rapger. District is
looking for two volunteers to do
light maintenance work this fall.
"We are hoping
to find
individuals willing to do some
minor repairs and.maint«<.nanceat
the Barber Flat and Deer Park
Guard Stations on the NorthFork
oftheQoise
River,". said Finn
Management
'Officer
John
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repairs would take approximately
one week to complete:·
Anyone interested
in this
volunteer opportunity call John
Robison at 343-0231 or Judy
Baker at 334-1378.

'Interns
Each semester more than 250
students from colleges and universities across the country come to
Washington, D.C. to work as
interns under the auspices of the
Washington Center for Learning
Alternatives. They gain experience and .academic credit for
working full-time in Congressional, Executive or Judicial offices;
public interest organizations;
national associations; or private
businesses. The WCLA Internship
Prografil, open to juniors. and
. seniors in .all academic majors,
'includes: placement; orientation,
counseling,
supervision,
and
evaluation of intern progress;
academic seminars and group
discussions with other interns;
,gueSt lectures; social and cultural

-t-w·-o-I

centrally-located
housing. Stuinformation, write or call: The
votes, 204 to 202 ...
dents participating in the intern'Internship Program, The Washship program receive from their
ington Center for Learning AlterGovernor
John
Evans has
home institutions academic credit
natives,
1705 DeSales Street,
urged prompt action by Congress
that is equivalent to that received
N:W., Washington, D.C. 20036,
on a bill which affects managefor an average term on campus.
202-659-8510 .. ;
ment of nuclear waste in Idaho
Documentation ~nd evaluation of
and other Northwest states. The
student
performance
in the
bill would ratify the Northwest
.'
internship'are prOVided by WCLA
Interstate Compact on low-level
Despite a recent national poll
and the agency sponsor. WCLA
radioactive
waste and would
showing . that more than 75
requires all students to-enroll in
enable Northwest states to restrict
percent of the, American public
one of our seminars, which are
the impOitationof
commercial
supports· a nuclear· freeze, Contaught by qualified Washington
nuclear waste generated outside
gressman LarryE.Craig
(R-ID)
professionals
(attorney's
Conthe region.
voted against a freeze'that would
gressional staff, policy analysts,
Evans. signed the Northwest
only,.
apply
as
··Iong
as
it
was
etc.) and cover a distinct area of
Interstate COInpact on April 7,
verifiable
and
could
reduce
the
an academic discipline. Seminar
1981, making Idaho the first state
threat of nuclear war, according
offerings
include:
"Trial
by
to ratify. Washington, Oregon,
to the August 5 .Congressional
Jury,"
"Art
Comes to the
Utah,
Montana
and Hawaii
'Record. Members of Craig's own
Nation's Capital," "U.S. Foreign
signed the compact later.
party actively supported the freeze
Policy in the Third World,"
Evans said he was pleased that
resolution as an important step
"Petro-Dollars,"
arid "An Inside
the ratification
bill. has been
toward
world
peace.
A
strong
Look at the Washington .Press .
introduced
but he 'expressed
lobbying· effoit by. the .White
Corps." An application deadline
House, . including. .phone c;:alls disapPointment that nelther Idaho
for the 1983. Winter, Quarter
senator was a co-sponsor of the
from the Presi~ent and invitations
Internship Program is October IS;
measure; It 'was introduced by
to the'",h/te
House,may
have
for the 1983 Spring Semester,
senators from the fi~eother states
influenced,
Craig's.
vote
.and
tlte
...
November
1,"1982."
for
an
that,are members of the compact ••
finl!loutcome.The
.freeze
resoluapplication, and more program

,Governor Evans

Craig On Freeze.
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Workshop
Breakfast:
3 coupons
Lunch:
4 coupons.
Dinner:
5.cot,!1>()ns
Coupons are like cash In the Snack Bar or
Dell, each coupon hils a cash value of $.77
Onany of the many Items offered dally. That's
an Inflationstopping 10% increased invalue!!

our coupon food program stretches
DEARSTUDENTS:
You don't have to be a math genius to
figure it out. Basic money management and
careful bUdgetingare two very effective ways
to stretch your college dollars.
We can help
stretch those dollars!!
As a consumer in today's inflated economy, you are aware that no other part of your
budget has obeen. more unpredictable than
that portion set aside for the purchase of
food. Careful planning and wise investments
can hedge inflationand save you money! Our
coupon program Is--·
"GUARANTEEDUN-INFLATiON"
You say, "THAT'S GREAT,"but I've got a
busy schedule and can't make itto meals. We
know summer schedules are different. Rigid
rules don't fit anymore. Schedules and
demands differ from week to week, semester
to semester, and year to year. What may work
for you that semesfer, might be all wrong the
next, So, we're flexible too.

your dollar

HERE'S AN EXAMPLE
Amouniabove.77

INTRODUCINGTHE INFLATIONSTOPPER
COUPON PROGRAM:
Developed and tested at Boise State Unlversity OVerthe last few years, the coupon
meal plan offers the ultimate inflexible dining
for busy schedules!!!
• Stretches your FOOD DOLLAR
• Inflationproof'
• Maximum flellibility,eats as olten as you
like, where you like, when you like
• Bring friends for meals or snacks
• 100% usable in any university food facility,for any kind 01joodpurchase
• Buy take out food for dorm, apartment,or
a picnic
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS!!
Each coupon book contains 65 coupons
and sells for '$45.50 plus tax. The coupons
are good in either the campus boarding program (all you can eat) or in the Snack Bar or
Riverview Deli.You pay only $.70 per coupon
which may be redeemed in the following.
ways:'
Coupons are good in the residence hall din- .
, Ing program when we are feeding (schedule
published).

payable in cash plus tax

Customer's food selection totals
$1.31
Customer gives one coupon
77
Difference payable in cash .. ;
54 ,
Sales tax on difference
02
Amount below. 77 no change given
Customer, food selection totals
69
Customer gives one coupon
77
No change given
Our coupon program can save you money,
and we're flexible to meet your demanding
schedule.
•
Sound like a good IDEAWe think so, too,
and we'll be happy to explain this exciting
food program ... Just stop by the Food Ser"i~e Director's office and ask us about il.
IT'S GUARANTEEDUN-INFLATION

THE

BANK

The most important. thing in your life
right now, is probably not your bank.
And that's as It should be.

THAT

You aren't here to worry about
your banI<.But your bank
should be here to worry
about you.

GOES
TO
SCHOOL
WITH YOU

And we are.
.
o

That's the FirstSecurity
feeling, Confidence, security,
trust. If you're from anyone of
over 100 Intermountain cities,
you may hovecrown up with
that feeling. And you have
".every right to expect it here.
Even if FirstSecurity was not
your bank at home, we want
to be your bank here.
Come in.

A one day workshop
on
"Managerial . Effectiveness
for
Woman: Skills and Strategies,"
will be conducted by Dr. Marcia
Shaw, Assistant
Professor
of
Speech
Communication
at
Oregon State University . This
workshop is designed for managers and supervisors, and potential managers and supervisors.
This activity is scheduled at the
Red Lion Riverside on Thursday,
October 7; 1982-8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m, The fee is $65 for each
particlpant. A special rate for
four or more from the same, firm,
agency, or institution is $60 per
person. For more information call
or write
to:. Oregon
State
University, . Endeavors for Excellence, Continuing
Education
Building,
Corvallis,
Oregon'
97331, (503) 7511·2677...

Continuing
Education
Fourteen BSU ContinuingEducation classes will be offered by
BSU in Nampa and Caldwell this
fall. Students may register on the
first night of "each class. The
courses will cost $41.50 per
undergraduate credit hour. BSU
classes which will be taught at
Nampa High School are Introduction to Language Study, Introduction to Financial Accounting,
Assertiveness Training, English
Composition,
Foundations
of
Education, General Psychology,
Calligraphy,
Applied
Pharmacology, Nutrition, and Beginning
Driver Education.
BSU classes
scheduled at the Caldwell Jefferson- Junior High School are:'
Geography of Idaho and the
Pacific Northwest, U.S. History,
General Psychology, Conversational Spanish, English Composition, and Wildlife and Natural
History Photography. For further
information
about the classes,
contact
the BSU Office
of
Continuing Education, 385-3293..

T.S.W.E.
The Admissions Office will
-again offer the Test of Standard
Written English (TSWE) for those
students who wish to use this
route to qualify for enrollment in
E-IOI, English Composition .•
The TSWE Test Schedule for
Spring 1983 is as follows: through
September 3 is in A-lOS by
appointment at 9:00, 10:00, 11:00
a.rn.
and
2:00
p.m.
-385-1177. Students enrolled in
the evening sections of E-IOI will
be tested free of charge if they
wish to take the TSWE at the
close of the first class meeting ...

Student Debaters

HOURS:
Lobby: 9:30 a.m.- 5:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
9:30 a.rn. - 6:00 p.rn., Friday
.
Drive-In:8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday
Glenwood and State
Drive-in: 9:00 a.rn. - 3:00 p.m., Saturday
ADDRESSES:
.
119 North 9th Street (Main Office)
Drive-In:9th and Bannock
80 S9uth Cole Road (Franklin and Cole Office)
421 North Orchard (Orchard Avenue Office)
16th and State Streets
,2601 Cassllr(Vlsta Office)
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7700 Fairview (Westgate Office)
3301 Chlnden Blvd. (Garden City Office)
10342 Overland (Five Mile and Overland Office)
67~ Glenwood Avenue (Glenwood and State OUice) "
HANDIBANK LOCATIONS:
"
.. W~en you need your bank - day or night.
, 10342 Overland'
9th and Bannock
16th and State Street
2601. Cassia
7700 Fairview
103 12th Avenue (Nampa)

The BSU speech and debate
team is now selecting members for
intercollegiate competition. Fulltime students with good academic
standing are eligible for the team,
and may travel throughout the
Northwest
to participate,
in
individual
and interpretation
events, according' to forensic
director Dr. 'Suzanne McCorkle.
This year, BSU will offer CEDA,
a debate style which doesn't take
as much time away from student
studies '.as .more formal debate,
McCorkle said. Also planned for
the team during faIl semester is a
readers theater production
to
commemorate BSU'~ 50th anniversary, she said. Students may
receive on credit per semester for
participating in .speechor debate
events.and' scholarship money is
still available for team members
during spring semester, McCorkle
said.
.
Forturther
information about
the forensic activities,contact
McCorkle in the BSU Communication Departrnent,38S~3928 •••
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Date Rape
Amy Levine, Director of the
Rape Prevention Program at the
University of California's
San
Francisco campus reports in the
September College Issue of Ms.
that date or aquaintance rape is
emerging as awidespread crisis on
college campuses
across the
.eountry. Date-rape .is a form of
sexual violence that is . very
difficult fOfvictims to talk about.
Ellen Doherty, coordinator of the
Rape Int.erventionProgram
at
New York St. Luke-Roosevelt
Hospital Center said, "not 'only
has her body been violated, but
her' trust in another human being
has been betrayed, and her faith
in her own judgment has been
shaken." Ms. 's reporter Karen
Barrett interviewed students, both
male and female in her article in
Sepiember's Ms ...

Welcome's
yaback to
school with thisbuy one
pitcher of beer, get one free
pitcher of beer offer-good only with this ad.

quality copies .. -.binding
.instant passport photos
THANKS FOR HELPING US /OfIU<EYOUR

COPYING

BETTER'

KlNKO'S
675 Capilol Blvd. 80i5 •. (2081342-7995

~------------~-~--------~
2 for t
$1.00 off
II
I

I
I
I

.

I

SELF-SERVE
COPIES
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with thit coupon
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PASSPORT
PHOTOS
with this coupon
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8th Street Market #343-7881
Within walking'distance
of
Dining room open til 12:45 p.rn .. Lounge til 1:00

a.s.u.

a.m,

•---------------.---------------
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Scholarship
The Idaho Migrant Council
(IMC) has announced the development of the Hispanic Scholarship Fund. The IMC hopes to
raise $8,000 by September, 1982
to be used to fund eight Idaho
Hispanic students for one year at
Idaho colleges and universities.
The project was initiated as a
result of recent reductions in
federal scholarship
and loan
programs. Fund raising efforts
are being made among the IMC's
membership. churches, and foundations.
dations. The Idaho Migrant
Council is a private, non-profit
service organization .formed in
1971. For more information, call
the Idaho Migrant
Council's
Boise Office at 345-9761, for Jack
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Rhodes Again
Elections to Rhodes. Scholarships will be held in all states in
December, 1982. Scholars-elect
will enter Oxford University in
October, 1983.
Prospective
applicants
may
obtain copies. of the Memorandum of Regulations)
which
includes an application blank) and
further information about application procedures and programs
of study in the University of
Oxford from William Mech,
.385-1122, Library 408-G. Deadline: October I, 1982...

Idaho Missiledom
Mike Jones. spokesman
for
Snake River Alliance, harshly
criticized plans to begin launching
eleven Pershing II missiles from a
site near Grandview early next
year. J ones said, "Idaho
is
increasingly being made a participant in the nuclear arms race."
Col. Sterling Darling, operations officer of the White. Sands
Missile Range in New Mexico said
the "test flights. probably will
start in February and continue for
five months," reported an Idaho
Statesman article. The article
further stated that test launchings
are projected to take place "over
a period 0 f years."
"The Pershing II missile, is a
terribly destablizing force in the
nuclear arms race," said Jones.
"Deployment in Europe will put
Russia on hair trigger alert,
thereby dramatically
increasing
the liklihood of nuclear war by
design or accident. It gives Russia
less time. to correct mistakes in
their early warning system," he
continued.
In addition,
The Statesman
reported that Mountain Home Air
Force Base will "prepare quarters
for up to 100 Army personnel who
will live there while taking part in
the launchings" and. "about 170
civilians involved in the. program."
Jones attacked what he thought
would probably be an importation
of-site workers saying, "the few
jobs that will be created in Idaho
is.scarcely worth _annihilation.;'

This calculator thinks business.
The'Il Student Business Analyst:
If there's one thing undergrad
.business students have always
needed, this is it: an affordable;
business-oriented calculator.
The Student Business Analyst.
Its built-in business formulas
let you perform complicated .
finance, accounting and
statistical. funcdons-' the ones
that usually require a lot of
time and a stack of reference
books, like present and future
value calculations, amortizations and ballo.on payments.

of the package. You also get
. a book that follows most
time calculating, and more
business courses: the Business
time learning. One keystroke
AnalystGuidebook~ Business
.takes the place of many .
professors helped us write it;
The calculator isjust part
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.
A powerful combination.
Think business ..
With the Student
Business Analyst.
.
..

It all means you spend less
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·Wa,tet.Quality'· ."
The (J.S. Forest. Service has
filed a.petition, with t.hi . Idaho
Department of Health-and WeI.:fare '''requesting;'that
.. state

'I

1~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"!···!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~IItI··.~:~~~a~~iIu~f~njj~1::~~~;.source
Under 'current
Idaho ".Iaw,
pollutants ,cannot be discharged
into a Special Resource Water (a
, water where specific uses-domestic, agriculture, fisheries,' recrea-tion, ~tc'--llre' protected) if the
pollutants: ~iI1 injure designeated

,
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or protected beneficial uses.
The Forest Service proposes to
change this; making it. possible to
injure designated .or /protected

.

Chris WHkers()ti
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BSU
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restrictive" and that it cannot
continue to' harvest current levels
of timber without lowering water
quality staridards ..
Not only would the Forest
Service proposal
lower water
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Distribution
,Stephen Lafon
The University News is
published weekly by the
students of Boise State
University. Contributions
and advertising are
solicited;the editors reserve
all rights. Offices are
located on the 2nd floor of
the SUB. Hours 9:00to
5:00 Monday through
Friday. 385-1464.

Head
Gordini
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BOISE-2J 9 MAIN
BOISE-5804 FAIRVIEW
NAMPA: 1Q3LCaidwell Blvd.

Geta fullyearof the
University News for $6
delivered to your door by
an agent of the U.S.
Government to boot.
AIlow that agent two weeks
to deliver The University
News, 1910 University
Drive, Boise, 1D83725.
Name:
Address: .
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qualitystandl!-rds,)(.
would also
make compliance voluntary-with
the Department of', Health and
Welfare having. no enforcement
authority.,
' ,.\ ".
. ..'
Rather than meet speciITcwater
quality standards," 'the Forest
Service proposes that logging be
conducted in compliance with"
, Idaho's "best .management practices" for forestry, which are
defined in the' state, code. '
Unfortunately,
these standards
are weak and outdated-allowing
practices that. the Forest .Service
and others have discontlnuedfor
'several "years vbecause of their
adverse Impact-on the. environment. Reliance onIdaho's
"best
management practices" would be
a step' backward,
for most
National Forests in their land
management practices, and could "
result in: substantial' damage to'
soils, water quality, wildlife, and
other forest resources.
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Spud Board
Senator Steve Syrnms intro,duceda',
bill a year ago, to
generate badly needed revenues
for research, development, advertising, promotion and marketing
of potatoes. The funds would
come from assessments based on a
new formula endorsed bv the
National
Potato
Counc-i!, if
two-thirds of the nation's potato
growers approve it in a closedballot mail referendum, Over 97
percent of the growers participate,
on a volunteer basis. in the Potato
Promotion Board program, which
has boosted exports and fostered
important strides in research and
development. ..

Vet's Memorial
Congressman George Hansen
(R-Id,)
said Tuesday
he is
sponsoring legislation' to authorize the erection of a memorial to
honor members of the Armed
Forces of the U.S. who served in
Korea. The land for the memorial
will be provided by the U.S.
Government
and located
on
public grounds in the District of
Columbia or its environs. Hansen
stressed that all costs of design
and construction will be financed
by the Memorial Committee with
funds raised through
public
subscriptions...
'

Tax Toll
U.S. Representative
Larry
Craig (R-lD) and a number of
other conservative dissidents were
summoned to the White House
today in an attempt by President
Reagan to persuade them to drop
their opposition
to. the $98.3
billion tax increase passed by the
Senate and scheduled to come to
the House Thursday or Friday.
"Increasing taxes to bailout an
irresponsible Congress is not the
solution to our deficit problems,"
"Instead of increasing the tax on
cigarettes, why.don't. we cut the
tobacco price support program.
Instead of increasing the tax on
airlines, why doesn't Congress cut
the subsidy
to AMTRAK,"
questioned Craig. Craig, who said
he has been lobbied heavily by the
administration stated that he has
-told the lobbyists that the only
way he would support the tax
increase would be ifthe President
called: for the resignation of Paul
Volcker, Chairmanof the Federal
Reserve' Board.'.
.

Permits
Miscellaneous:
Woodcutting
, permits for free use and general
charge ~reas will be available at
any Ranger
District
office'
through November 30. Contact at
the following numbers: Mountain
Home Ranger District: 334-;1633,
, Boise Ranger District: 334,IS72,
Idaho City . Ranger
District:
343:-0231, Cascade Ranger District:342-0414;
Lowman Ranger
District: 342~2744,or
Emmett
Ranger District: 336-9140 •
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"Every hospital has one. I'm Her."

-Paint-by-Numbers'

by Don Rubin
Each of the 22 blank circles
at the right represents a color,
Using your knowledge of popular culture as a guide, and
the information below as a
palette, simply enter the
appropriate numbers in the
circles.
tIRed
2) Yellow
3) Blue

3

L--.-J!--'--"-,rl~l,

~,I~I

4) White _
S) Green
6) Black
7) Golden Brown
8) Brown
9) Dark Blue

"I'll say one thing lor Sir Roger-he
the end."

/

was defiant to
/

Punch
Fed up with these crazy
puzzles? Wouldyou like to get
even with Don Rubin and win
$10 toboott Then send your
original ideas for a Real Puz-.
zle to this newspaper. All
entries will become property
ofUFS, Inc. (You only win the
big bucks if we use your puzzle ides.)
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"Sure you're depe~dent on me for psychotherapy.
But l~s reciprocal. I need your money to .finance my
_ son's sex change operation."
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Sell Chess Challenger "7" for $50.

"

384-0844. '
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stand In a 11ft
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LOCATED IN THE SUB
Hours of. operation:
Mon.-Frt. '
..8 a..m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
1:0 a.m-ap.rn..

ValuQbIe
',couponS'
given with
each'

purchase!
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